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Abstract
We continue the project begun in [5] by examining degenerate tricate-
gories and comparing them with the structures predicted by the Periodic
table. For triply degenerate tricategories we exhibit a triequivalence with
the partially discrete tricategory of commutative monoids. For the doubly
degenerate case we explain how to construct a braided monoidal category
from a given doubly degenerate category, but show that this does not in-
duce a straightforward comparison between BrMonCat and Tricat. We
show how to alter the natural structure of Tricat in two different ways
to provide a comparison, but show that only the more brutal alteration
yields an equivalence. Finally we study degenerate tricategories in order
to give the first fully algebraic definition of monoidal bicategories and the
full tricategory structure MonBicat.
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Introduction
This work is a continuation of the work begun in [5], studying the “Periodic
Table” of n-categories proposed by Baez and Dolan [1]. The idea of the Peri-
odic Table is to study “degenerate” n-categories, that is, n-categories in which
the lowest dimensions are trivial. For small n this is supposed to yield well-
known algebraic structures such as commutative monoids or braided monoidal
categories; this helps us understand some specific part of the whole n-category
via better-known algebraic structures, and also helps us to try to predict what
n-categories should look like for higher n.
More precisely, the idea of degeneracy is as follows. Consider an n-category
in which the lowest non-trivial dimension is the kth dimension, that is, there
is only one cell of each dimension lower than k. We call this a “k-degenerate
n-category”. We can then perform a “dimension shift” and consider the k-cells
of the old n-category to be 0-cells of a new (n − k)-category, as shown in the
schematic diagram in Figure 1.
This yields a “new” (n − k)-category, but it will always have some special
extra structure: the k-cells of the old n-category have k different compositions
defined on them (along bounding cells of each lower dimension), so the 0-cells
of the “new” (n − k)-category must have k multiplications defined on them,
interacting via the interchange laws from the old n-category. Likewise every cell
of higher dimension will have k “extra” multiplications defined on them as well
as composition along bounding cells.
In [1], Baez and Dolan define a “k-tuply monoidal (n − k)-category” to be
a k-degenerate n-category, but a priori it should be an (n − k)-category with
k-monoidal structures on it, interacting via coherent pseudo-invertible cells. A
direct definition has not yet been made for general n and k. (Balteanu et al
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Figure 1: Dimension-shift for k-fold degenerate n-categories
“old” n-category ⊲ “new” (n− k)-category
0-cells
1-cells
...
(k − 1)-cells


trivial
k-cells ⊲ 0-cells
(k + 1)-cells ⊲ 1-cells
...
...
...
n-cells ⊲ (n− k)-cells
[3] study a lax version of this, where the monoidal structures interact via non-
invertible cells; this gives different structures not studied in the present work.)
The Periodic Table seeks to answer the question: exactly what sort of (n−k)-
category structure does the degeneracy process produce? Figure 2 shows the first
few columns of the hypothesised Periodic Table: the (n, k)th entry predicts what
a k-degenerate n-category “is”. (In this table we follow Baez and Dolan and
omit the word “weak” understanding that all the n-categories in consideration
are weak.)
One consequence of the present work is that although k-tuply monoidal
(n − k)-categories and k-degenerate n-categories are related, we see that the
relationship is not straightforward. So in fact we need to consider three possible
structures for each n and k:
• k-degenerate n-categories
• k-tuply monoidal (n− k)-categories
• the (n, k)th entry of the Periodic Table.
In [5] we examined the top left hand corner of the table, that is, degen-
erate categories and degenerate bicategories. We found that we had to be
careful about the exact meaning of “is”. The main problem is the presence
of some unwanted extra structure in the “new” (n − k)-categories in the form
of distinguished elements, arising from the structure constraints in the original
n-categories — a specified k-cell structure constraint in the “old” n-category
will appear as a distinguished 0-cell in the “new” (n − k)-category under the
dimension-shift depicted in Figure 1. (For n = 2 this phenomenon is mentioned
by Leinster in [17] and was further described in a talk [18].)
This problem becomes worse when considering functors, transformations,
modifications, and so on, as we will discuss in the next section.
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Figure 2: The hypothesised Periodic Table of n-categories
set category 2-category 3-category · · ·
monoid monoidal category monoidal 2-category monoidal 3-category · · ·
≡ category with ≡ 2-category with ≡ 3-category with ≡ 4-category with
only one object only one object only one object only one object
commutative braided monoidal braided monoidal braided monoidal · · ·
monoid category 2-category 3-category
≡ 2-category with ≡ 3-category with ≡ 4-category with ≡ 5-category with
only one object only one object only one object only one object
only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell
′′ symmetric monoidal sylleptic monoidal sylleptic monoidal · · ·
category 2-category 3-category
≡ 3-category with ≡ 4-category with ≡ 5-category with ≡ 6-category with
only one object only one object only one object only one object
only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell
only one 2-cell only one 2-cell only one 2-cell only one 2-cell
′′ ′′ symmetric monoidal ? · · ·
2-category
≡ 4-category with ≡ 5-category with ≡ 6-category with ≡ 7-category with
only one object only one object only one object only one object
only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell only one 1-cell
only one 2-cell only one 2-cell only one 2-cell only one 2-cell
only one 3-cell only one 3-cell only one 3-cell only one 3-cell
′′ ′′ ′′ symmetric monoidal · · ·
3-category
...
...
...
...
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0.1 Totalities of structures
Broadly speaking we have two different aims:
1. Theoretical: to make precise statements about the claims of the Periodic
Table by examining the totalities of the structures involved, that is, not
just the degenerate n-categories but also all the higher morphisms between
them.
2. Practical: to find the structures predicted by the Periodic Table in a
way that somehow naturally arises from degenerate tricategories and their
morphisms.
The point of (2) is that in practice we may simply want to know that a
given doubly degenerate tricategory is a braided monoidal category, or that a
given functor is a braided monoidal functor, for example, without needing to
know if the theory of doubly degenerate tricategories corresponds to the theory
of braided monoidal categories. The motivating example discussed in [1] is the
degenerate n-category of “manifolds with corners embedded in n-cubes”; work
towards constructing such a structure appears in [2] and [6].
In this work we see that although the tricategories and functors behave
as expected, the higher morphisms are much more general than the ones we
want. Moreover, for (1) we see that the overall dimensions of the totalities
do not match up. On the one hand we have k-degenerate n-categories, which
naturally organise themselves into an (n + 1)-category—the full sub-(n + 1)-
category of nCat; by contrast, the structure predicted by the Periodic Table is
an (n− k)-category with extra structure, and these organise themselves into an
(n − k + 1)-category—the full sub-(n− k + 1)-category of (n-k)Cat. In order
to compare an (n+ 1)-category with an (n− k + 1)-category we either need to
remove some dimensions from the former or add some to the latter.
The most obvious thing to do is add dimensions to the latter in the form
of higher identity cells. However, we quickly see that this does not yield an
equivalence of (n+ 1)-categories because the (n+ 1)-cells of nCat are far from
trivial.
So instead we try to reduce the dimensions of nCat. We cannot in general
apply a simple truncation to j-dimensions as this will not result in a j-category.
Besides, we would also like to restrict our higher morphisms in order to achieve
a better comparison with the structures given in the Periodic Table—a priori
our higher morphisms are too general.
So we perform a construction analogous to the construction of “icons” [16].
The idea of icons is to organise bicategories into a bicategory rather than a tri-
category, by discarding the modifications, selecting only those transformations
that have all their components the identity, and altering their composition to
ensure closure.
For the (n+1)-category of n-categories we can try to perform an analogous
“collapse” to obtain a j-category of n-categories, for any 2 ≤ j ≤ n. We discard
all cells of nCat of dimension greater than j, and for dimensions up to j we select
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only those special cases where the components in the lowest (n− j) dimensions
are the identity; we then redefine composition to force closure. More explicitly,
recall that for an m-cell in nCat the data is essentially:
• for all 0-cells an (m− 1)-cell
• for all 1-cells an m-cell
• for all 2-cells an (m+ 1)-cell
• for all 3-cells an (m+ 2)-cell
•
...
• for all (n−m− 1)-cells an (n− 2)-cell
• for all (n−m)-cells an (n− 1)-cell
• for all (n−m+ 1)-cells an n-cell
We can force the first (n − j + 1) of these to be the identity, so that the first
non-trivial piece of data is “for all (n − j + 1)-cells a . . .”. This automatically
forces all the morphisms of dimension higher than j to be the identity, and
once we have redefined composition to force closure, we have a j-category of
n-categories. Then, using j = n − k + 1 and restricting to the k-degenerate
case, we find we have a naturally arising (n − k + 1)-category of k-degenerate
n-categories.
So to compare with braided monoidal categories we can make a bicategory
of tricategories [8] with
• 0-cells: tricategories
• 1-cells: functors between them
• 2-cells: lax transformations whose 1- and 2-cell components are identities,
but 3-cell components are non-trivial.
Taking the full sub-bicategory whose 0-cells are the doubly degenerate tricat-
egories, this does give rise to braided monoidal categories, braided monoidal
functors, and monoidal transformations; however the correspondence is not at
all straightforward and moreover we do not get a biequivalence of bicategories.
For monoidal bicategories we make a tricategory of tricategories with
• 0-cells: tricategories
• 1-cells: functors between them
• 2-cells: lax transformations whose 1-cell components are identities, but 2-
and 3-cell components are non-trivial
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• 3-cells: lax modifications whose 2-cell components are identities, but 3-cell
components are non-trivial.
Taking the full sub-tricategory whose 0-cells are the degenerate tricategories,
this gives rise to monoidal bicategories, monoidal functors, monoidal transfor-
mations and monoidal modifications; in fact this is how we define them, as we
will later discuss.
Another approach would be to restrict the degenerate tricategories much
more. We could adopt the philosophy that for k-degenerate n-categories, when a
piece of data says “for allm-cells a . . .”, then ifm is one of the trivial dimensions
m < k this data should be trivial as well.
This approach seems less natural from the point of view of n-categories, and
might exclude some examples; it produces an equivalence of structures for the
case of braided monoidal categories that seems almost tautological. Essentially
we have made a functor
BrMonCat4 −→ Tricat
where BrMonCat4 is the partially discrete tetracategory formed by adding
higher identities to BrMonCat; we can fairly easily construct such a functor
by choosing all extra structure to be identities. We might try to look for the
essential image of this functor, to find a sub-tetracategory of Tricat that is
equivalent to BrMonCat4, but it is currently much too hard for us to work
with tetracategories in this way. Instead, we can do something very crude—take
the precise image of this functor (which will be trivial in dimensions 3 and 4)
and somehow force it to be a bicategory. It is not clear what this achieves.
0.2 Results
The main results of [5] can be summed up as follows. (Here we write “degener-
ate” for “1-degenerate”, and “doubly degenerate” for “2-degenerate”, although
in general we also use “degenerate” for any level of degeneracy.)
• Comparing each degenerate category with the monoid formed by its 1-
cells, we exhibit an equivalence of categories of these structures, but not
a biequivalence of bicategories.
• Comparing each doubly degenerate bicategory with the commutative monoid
formed by its 2-cells, we exhibit a biequivalence of bicategories of these
structures, but not an equivalence of categories or a triequivalence of tri-
categories.
• Comparing each degenerate bicategory with the monoidal category formed
by its 1-, 2-, and 3-cells, we exhibit an equivalence of categories of these
structures, but not a biequivalence of bicategories or a triequivalence of
tricategories.
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In the present work we proceed to the next dimension and study degenerate
tricategories. We use the fully algebraic definition of tricategory given in [11];
this is based on the definition given in [9] which is not fully algebraic. The
results can be summed up as follows, but cannot be stated quite so succinctly.
• Comparing each triply degenerate tricategory with the commutative monoid
formed by its 3-cells, we exhibit a triequivalence of tricategories of these
structures, but not an equivalence of categories, a biequivalence of bicat-
egories, or a tetra-equivalence of tetra-categories.
• We show how doubly degenerate tricategories give rise to braided monoidal
categories, and similarly functors. For comparisons we use the bicate-
gory of tricategories described above. We exhibit comparison functors in
both directions, but no equivalence except in the “tautological” case (see
above).
• A degenerate tricategory gives, by definition, a monoidal bicategory formed
by its 1-cells and 2-cells. The totality of monoidal bicategories has not pre-
viously been understood; here we use the tricategory of bicategories de-
scribed above, and use this to define a tricategoryMonBicat of monoidal
bicategories, in which the higher-dimensional structure is not directly in-
herited from Tricat.
These results might be thought of as being significantly “worse” than the
results for degenerate categories and bicategories, in the sense that it is much
harder to make any precise statements about the structures in question being
equivalent. Indeed it is a general principle of n-category theory that there is a
large (perhaps disproportionate) difference between n = 2 and n = 3: bicate-
gories exhibit a level of coherence that does not generalise to higher dimensions.
Two of the main examples of this are:
1. Bicategories and weak functors form a category, although “morally” they
should only be expected to form a tricategory. However for n ≥ 3 weak
n-categories and weak functors cannot form a category as composition
is not strictly associative or unital, at least in the algebraic case. Note
that bicategories, weak functors and weak transformations do not form a
bicategory; in general n-categories should not form any coherent structure
in fewer than (n+1)-dimensions without restricting the higher morphisms
between them and altering their composition as described above.
2. Every bicategory is biequivalent to a (strict) 2-category. However, it is not
the case that every tricategory is triequivalent to a strict 3-category, and
thus the general result for n ≥ 3 is expected to be more subtle. The ob-
struction for tricategories is exactly what produces a braiding rather than
a symmetry for doubly degenerate tricategories (considered as monoidal
categories), and is also what enables weak 3-categories to model homotopy
3-types where strict 3-categories cannot. Another way of expressing this
difference in coherence is that in a bicategory every diagram of constraints
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commutes, whereas in a tricategory there are diagrams of constraints that
might not commute.
The second remark above shows the importance of understanding the re-
lationship between doubly degenerate tricategories and braided monoidal cat-
egories. We will show that although every doubly degenerate tricategory does
give rise to a braided monoidal category of its 2-cells and 3-cells, the relationship
is not straightforward. The process of producing the braiding is complicated,
and there is a great deal of “extra structure” on the resulting braided monoidal
category. The disparity is even greater for functors, transformations and modi-
fications, meaning that it is not clear in what sense braided monoidal categories
and doubly degenerate tricategories should be considered equivalent. In fact
the source of all this difficulty can be seen in the case of doubly degenerate
bicategories, although in that case many of the difficulties can resolved to pro-
duce a strict Eckmann-Hilton argument. When categorifying this to the case
of doubly degenerate tricategories, we might hope to produce a categorified
Eckmann-Hilton argument yielding a categorified commutativity, i.e. a braid-
ing. However, the difficulties involved are also “categorified”, as we will further
discuss in Section 2.1.
The organisation of the paper is as follows; it is worth noting that each sec-
tion is significant for different reasons, as we will point out. In Section 1 we
examine triply degenerate tricategories; the significance of this section is that
this is a “stable” case, and the results therefore have implications for the Sta-
bilisation Hypothesis. In Section 2 we examine doubly degenerate tricategories,
whose significance we have discussed above; we draw the reader’s attention to
the extensive informal overview given in Section 2.1 as the severe technical de-
tails are in danger of obscuring the important principles involved.
In Section 3 we examine degenerate tricategories (i.e. 1-degenerate tricat-
egories); the main purpose of this section is to give the first full definition of
algebraic monoidal bicategories, together with their functors, transformations
and modifications. Some of the large technical diagrams are deferred to the
Appendix.
Finally we note that the present paper is necessarily most concerned with
studying precisely what structures do arise as degenerate tricategories, since
good comparisons do not naturally arise. For the purposes of correctly inter-
preting the Periodic Table, it seems likely that a direct definition of “k-tuply
monoidal” higher category will be more fruitful. The case of doubly degener-
ate tricategories shows us that a k-degenerate n-category does not give rise to k
monoidal structures on the associated (n−k)-category in a straightforward way;
however it is possible that k-tuply monoidal (n− k)-categories defined directly
could more naturally yield the desired entries in the Periodic Table.
1 Triply degenerate tricategories
In this section, we will study triply degenerate tricategories and the higher
morphisms between them—functors, transformations, modifications and per-
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turbations. By the Periodic Table, triply degenerate tricategories are expected
to be commutative monoids; by results of [5] we now expect them to be commu-
tative monoids equipped with some distinguished invertible elements arising from
the structure constraints in the tricategory. The process of finding how many
such elements there are is highly technical and not particularly enlightening;
we simply examine the data and axioms for a tricategory and calculate which
constraints determine the others in the triply degenerate case. The importance
of these results is not in the exact number of distinguished invertible elements,
but rather in the fact that there are any at all, and more than in the bicategory
case. We expect n-degenerate n-categories to have increasing numbers of dis-
tinguished invertible elements as n increases, and thus for the precise algebraic
situation to become more and more intractible in a somewhat uninteresting way.
The other important part of this result is to examine whether the higher
morphisms between triply degenerate tricategories rectify the situation—if any
higher morphisms essentially ignore the distinguished invertible elements al-
ready specified, then we can still have a structure equivalent to commutative
monoids. For doubly degenerate bicategories, this happened at the transforma-
tion level; for triply degenerate tricategories, this happens at the modification
level. As expected from results of [5], the top level morphisms, that is the
perturbations, destroy the possibility of an equivalence on the level of tetracat-
egories.
Throughout this section we use results of [5] to characterise the (single)
doubly degenerate hom-bicategory of a triply degenerate tricategory.
1.1 Basic results
The overall results for triply degenerate tricategories are as follows; we will
discuss the calculations that lead to these results in the following sections. We
should also point out that the results in this section show that the higher-
dimensional hypotheses we made in [5] are incorrect.
Theorem 1.1.
1. A triply degenerate tricategory T is precisely a commutative monoid XT
together with eight distinguished invertible elements d,m, a, l, r, u, π, µ.
2. Extending the above correspondence, a weak functor S → T is precisely
a monoid homomorphism F : S → T together with four distinguished
invertible elements mF , χ, ι, γ.
3. Extending the above correspondence, a tritransformation α : F → G is
precisely the assertion that (F,mF ) = (G,mG) together with distinguished
invertible elements Π and αT .
4. Extending the above correspondence, a trimodification m : α ⇒ β is pre-
cisely the assertion that α and β are parallel.
5. Extending the above correspondence, a perturbation σ : m⇛ n is precisely
an element σ in T .
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1.2 Tricategories
In this section we perform the calculations for the triply degenerate tricategories
themselves. First we prove a useful lemma concerning adjoint equivalences. The
data for a tricategory involves the specification of various adjoint equivalences
whose components are themselves adjoint equivalences in the doubly-degenerate
hom-bicategories. We are thus interested in adjoint equivalences in doubly de-
generate bicategories.
Lemma 1.2. Let B be a doubly degenerate bicategory. Then an adjoint equiv-
alence (f, g, η, ε) in B consists of an invertible element η ∈ XB with ε = η
−1.
Proof. The triangle identities yield the following equation in any bicategory.
η ∗ 1g = a
−1 ◦ 1g ∗ ε
−1 ◦ r−1g ◦ lg
Using the fact that B is doubly degenerate, we see that in the commutative
monoid XB (with unit written as 1) a = 1, 1g = 1, and r = l. We also note that
∗ = ◦, so the above equation reduces to the fact that η and ε are inverse to each
other.
A priori, a triply degenerate tricategory T consists of the following data,
which we will need to try to “reduce”:
• a single object ⋆;
• a doubly degenerate bicategory T (⋆, ⋆), which will be considered as a
commutative monoid with distinguished invertible element, (T, dT );
• a weak functor T (⋆, ⋆)× T (⋆, ⋆)→ T (⋆, ⋆), which will be considered as a
monoid homomorphism together with a distinguished invertible element,
(⊗,mT );
• a weak functor I : 1 → T (⋆, ⋆), which will be considered as the unique
monoid homomorphism 1 → T together with a distinguished invertible
element uT ;
• an adjoint equivalence a : ⊗ ◦ ⊗ × 1 ⇒ ⊗ ◦ 1 × ⊗, which is the assertion
that ⊗ is strictly associative as a binary operation on T together with a
distinguished invertible element aT ;
• adjoint equivalences l : ⊗ ◦ I × 1 ⇒ 1, r : ⊗ ◦ 1 × I ⇒ 1, which is the
assertion that 1 is a unit for ⊗ as a binary operation on T , together with
distinguished invertible elements lT , rT ;
• and four distinguished invertible elements πT , µT , λT , ρT .
Thus we have a commutative monoid T , a monoid homomorphism
⊗ : T × T → T,
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and distinguished invertible elements dT ,mT , uT , aT , lT , rT , πT , µT , λT , ρT . The
fact that ⊗ is a monoid homomorphism is expressed in the following equation,
where we have written the monoid structure on T as concatenation.
(ab)⊗ (cd) = (a⊗ c)(b ⊗ d)
The adjoint equivalences l, r each imply that 1 is a unit for ⊗. Using this and
the equation above, the Eckmann-Hilton argument immediately implies that
a⊗ b = ab.
We will later need to use the naturality isomorphisms; it is simple to compute
that that the naturality isomorphism for the transformation a is 1, and the
naturality isomorphisms for l and r are both mT .
There are three tricategory axioms that we must now check to find the
dependence between distinguished invertible elements. Using the above, it is
straightforward to check that the first tricategory axiom is vacuous, the second
gives the equation
λπ = d2m4T ,
and the third gives the equation
ρπ = d2m4T .
Since λ, ρ, π, and d are invertible,
λ = ρ = π−1d2m4T .
Thus λ and ρ are determined by the remaining data, hence we have the result
as summarised above.
1.3 Weak functors
In this section we characterise weak functors between triply degenerate tri-
categories. A priori a weak functor F : S → T between triply degenerate
tricategories consists of the following data, which we will try to simplify:
• a weak functor F⋆,⋆ : S(⋆, ⋆) → T (⋆, ⋆), which by the results of [5] is a
monoid homomorphism F : S → T together with a distinguished invertible
element mF ∈ T ;
• an adjoint equivalence χ : ⊗′◦(F×F )⇒ F◦⊗, which is the trivial assertion
that F (a⊗ b) = Fa⊗′ Fb together with a distinguished invertible element
χ ∈ T ;
• an adjoint equivalence ι : I ′⋆ ⇒ F ◦ I⋆, which is the trivial assertion that
F1 = 1 together with a distinguished invertible element ι ∈ T ;
• and invertible modifications ω, γ, and δ.
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Thus we have a monoid homomorphism F and six distinguished invertible ele-
ments mF , χ, ι, ω, γ, and δ. It is straightforward to compute that the naturality
isomorphism for χ is given by the invertible element FmS · (mTmF )
−1 and the
naturality isomorphism for ι is given by mF .
There are two axioms for weak functors for tricategories. In the case of triply
degenerate tricategories, the first axiom reduces to the equation
ω · πT · Fm
2
S ·m
−2
T · Fd
2
S · d
−2
T = FπS
thus by invertibility ω is determined by the rest of the data. The second axiom
reduces to the equation
ω · δ · γ · µT · Fm
2
S ·m
−2
T · Fd
2
S · d
−2
T = FµS .
By the previous equation and the invertibility of all terms involved, δ and γ
determine each other once the rest of the data is fixed, hence we have the result
as summarised above.
1.4 Tritransformations
In this section we characterise tritransformations for triply degenerate tricate-
gories. First we need the following lemma, which is a simple calculation.
Lemma 1.3. Let T be a triply degenerate tricategory. Then the functor
T (1, I⋆) = I⋆ ◦ − : T (⋆, ⋆)→ T (⋆, ⋆)
is given by the identity homomorphism together with the distinguished invertible
element d−1m. Additionally, T (1, I⋆) = T (I⋆, 1).
A priori, the data for a tritransformation α : F → G of triply degenerate
tricategories consists of:
• an adjoint equivalence α : T (1, I⋆) ◦ F ⇒ T (I⋆, 1) ◦ G, which consists
of the assertion that F = G as monoid homomorphisms together with a
distinguished invertible element αT ; and
• distinguished invertible elements Π and M .
It is easy to compute that the naturality isomorphism for the transformation
α is m−1F mG. The first transformation axiom reduces to the equation
mG = mF ,
the second axiom reduces to the equation
ΠµT lTγF =Mm
4
Td
2
T a
−1
T γG,
and the third to the equation
ΠδF = a
−1
T l
−1
T d
2
Tm
4
Tµ
−1MδG.
Thus we see that Π determines M , and that the second and third axioms com-
bine to yield no new information. So we have remaining distinguished invertible
elements Π and αT , giving the results as summarised above.
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1.5 Trimodifications and perturbations
The data for a trimodification m : α⇒ β consists of a single invertible element
m in T , and there are two axioms. The first is the equation
m2 · Π ·GdS = Π · FdS ·m
which reduces to m = 1 since F = G as monoid homomorphisms. The second
axiom also reduces to m = 1, thus there is a unique trimodification between
any two parallel transformations. Note that this means that any diagram of
trimodifications in this setting commutes, a fact that will be useful later.
The data for a perturbation σ : m ⇛ n consists of an element σ in T . The
single axiom is vacuous so a perturbation is precisely an element σ ∈ T .
1.6 Overall structure
We now compare the totalities of, on the one hand triply degenerate tricate-
gories, and on the other hand commutative monoids. Recall that for the case
of doubly degenerate bicategories we were able to attempt comparisons at the
level of categories, bicategories and tricategories of such, simply by truncating
the full sub-tricategory of Bicat to the required dimension. However, for triply
degenerate tricategories we show that truncating the full sub-tetracategory of
Tricat does not yield a category or a bicategory; truncation does yield a tri-
category, and this is the only level that yields an equivalence with commutative
monoids. As in [5] we compare with the discrete j-categories of commutative
monoids obtained by adding higher identity cells to CMon.
Note that we do not actually prove that we have a tetracategory of triply
degenerate tricategories; for the comparison, we simply prove that the natural
putative functor is not full and faithful therefore cannot be an equivalence.
We have a 4-dimensional structure with
• 0-cells: triply degenerate tricategories
• 1-cells: weak functors between them
• 2-cells: tritransformations between those
• 3-cells: trimodifications between those
• 4-cells: perturbations between those.
We write Tricat(3)j for the truncation of this structure to a j-dimensional
structure, and CMonj for the j-category of commutative monoids and their
morphisms (and higher identities where necessary).
There are obvious assignments
triply degenerate tricategory 7→ underlying commutative monoid
weak functor 7→ underlying homomorphism of monoids
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which, together with the unique maps on higher cells, form the underlying
morphism on j-globular sets for putative functors
ξj : Tricat(3)j → CMonj.
Theorem 1.4.
1. Tricat(3)1 is not a category.
2. Tricat(3)2 is not a bicategory.
3. Tricat(3)3 is a tricategory, and ξ3 defines a functor which is a triequiva-
lence.
4. ξ4 does not give a tetra-equivalence of tetra-categories.
The rest of this section will constitute a gradual proof of the various parts of
this theorem. We begin by constructing the hom-bicategories for a tricategory
structure on Tricat(3)3.
Proposition 1.5. Let X,Y be triply degenerate tricategories. Then there is
a bicategory Tricat(3)3(X,Y ) with 0-cells weak functors F : X → Y , 1-cells
tritransformations α : F ⇒ G, and 2-cells trimodifications m : α⇛ β.
Proof. To give the bicategory structure, we need only provide unit 1-cells and
1-cell composition since there is a unique trimodification between every pair of
parallel tritransformations. It is simple to read off the required distinguished
invertible elements from the corresponding formulae for composites of tritrans-
formations and from the data for the unit tritransformation.
Remark 1.6.Note that composition of 1-cells in Tricat(3)3(X,Y ) is strictly
associative, but is not strictly unital. In particular, this shows that Tricat(3)2
is not a bicategory, proving Theorem 1.4, part 2.
We now construct the composition functor
⊗ : Tricat(3)3(Y, Z)×Tricat(3)3(X,Y )→ Tricat(3)3(X,Z).
for any triply degenerate tricategories X,Y, Z. We define the composite GF
of functors F : X → Y , G : Y → Z by the following formulae which can be
read off directly from the formulae giving the composite of functors between
tricategories.
mGF = mGGmF
χGF = χGG(χF dY )d
−2
Z
ιGF = ιGG(ιF dY )d
−2
Z
γG = d
−2
Z m
2
Zm
2
GγGG(γFdYmY )
The formulae for the composite β ⊗ α of two transformations are derived simi-
larly, and thus we have a weak functor ⊗ for composition as required.
Similarly, there is a unit functor
IX : 1→ Tricat(3)3(X,X)
whose value on the unique 0-cell is the identity functor on X .
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Remark 1.7.The formulae above make it obvious that ⊗ is not strictly asso-
ciative on 0-cells, and that the identity functor is not a strict unit for ⊗. This
shows that Tricat(3)1 is not a category, proving Theorem 1.4, part 1.
Next we need to specify the required constraint adjoint equivalences. It is
straightforward to find adjoint equivalences
A : ⊗ ◦ ⊗ × 1⇒ ⊗ ◦ 1×⊗
L : ⊗ ◦ I × 1⇒ 1
R : ⊗ ◦ 1× I ⇒ 1
in the appropriate functor bicategories; the actual choice of adjoint equivalence
is irrelevant, since there is a unique modification between any pair of parallel
transformations.
Finally, to finish constructing the tricategory Tricat(3)3 we must define in-
vertible modifications π, µ, λ, ρ and check three axioms. However since there are
unique trimodifications between parallel tritransformations, these modifications
are uniquely determined and the axioms automatically hold.
We now examine the morphism ξ3 of 3-globular sets and show that it defines
a functor
Tricat(3)3 −→ CMon3;
in fact functoriality is trivial as CMon3 has discrete hom-2-categories. Further-
more we show it is an equivalence as follows. The functor is clearly surjective
on objects, and the functor on hom-bicategories
Tricat(3)3(X,Y )→ CMon3(ξ3X, ξ3Y )
is easily seen to be surjective on objects as well. This functor on hom-bicategories
is also a local equivalence since CMon3 is discrete at dimensions two and three
and Tricat(3)3 has unique 3-cells between parallel 2-cells. This finishes the
proof of Theorem 1.4, part 3.
For part 4, we observe that the morphism ξ4 of 4-globular sets is clearly not
locally faithful on 4-cells. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
2 Doubly degenerate tricategories
We now compare doubly degenerate tricategories with braided monoidal cat-
egories. As described informally in the Introduction the comparison is not
straightforward. Therefore we begin by directly listing the structure that we
get on the monoidal category given by the (unique) degenerate hom-bicategory;
this is simply a matter of writing out the definitions as nothing simplifies in this
case. Afterwards, we show how to extract a braided monoidal category from
this structure. Essentially, all of the data listed in Section 2.2 can be thought
of as “extra structure” that arises on the braided monoidal category we will
construct. Finally, we construct some comparison functors.
We will begin with an informal overview of this whole section as we feel that
for many readers the ideas will be at least as important as the technical details.
2.1 Overview
It is widely accepted that a doubly degenerate bicategory “is” a commutative
monoid, and that a doubly degenerate tricategory “is” a braided monoidal cat-
egory. Moreover, it is widely accepted that the proof of the bicategory case is
“simply” a question of applying the Eckmann-Hilton argument to the multipli-
cations given by horizontal and vertical composition, and that the tricategory
result is proved by doing this process up to isomorphism. In this section we
give an informal overview of the extent to which this is and is not the case.
We believe that this is important because the disparity will increase as dimen-
sions increase, and because this issue seems to lie at the heart of various critical
phenomena in higher-dimensional category theory, such as:
1. why we do not expect every weak n-category to be equivalent to a strict
one
2. why weak n-categories are expected to model homotopy n-types while
strict ones are known not to do so [10, 1, 22]
3. why some diagrams of constraints in a tricategory do not in general com-
mute, and why these do not arise in free tricategories [11]
4. why strict computads do not form a presheaf category [19]
5. why the existing definitions of n-categories based on reflexive globular sets
fail to be fully weak [7]
6. why a notion of semistrict n-category with weak units but strict inter-
change may be weak enough to model homotopy n-types and give coher-
ence results [21, 15, 13]
7. why we need weak n-categories at all, and not just strict ones.
A doubly degenerate bicategory B has only one 0-cell ⋆ and only one 1-cell
I⋆. To show that the 2-cells form a commutative monoid we first use the fact
that they are the morphisms of the single hom-category B(⋆, ⋆); since this hom-
category has only one object I⋆ we know it is a monoid, with multiplication given
by vertical composition of 2-cells. To show that it is a commutative monoid, we
apply the Eckmann-Hilton argument to the two multiplications defined on the
set of 2-cells: vertical composition and horizontal composition.
Recall that the Eckmann-Hilton argument says: Let A be a set with two
binary operations ∗ and ◦ such that
1. ∗ and ◦ are unital with the same unit
2. ∗ and ◦ distribute over each other i.e. ∀a, b, c, d ∈ A
(a ∗ b) ◦ (c ∗ d) = (a ◦ c) ∗ (b ◦ d).
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Then ∗ and ◦ are in fact equal and this operation is commutative. Note that the
two binary operations are usually called products (with implied associativity)
but in fact associativity is irrelevant to the argument.
However, in our case a difficulty arises because horizontal composition in a
bicategory is not strictly unital. The situation is rescued by the fact that lI = rI
in any bicategory. This, together with the naturality of l and r, enables us to
prove, albeit laboriously, that horizontal composition is strictly unital for 2-cells
in a doubly degenerate bicategory, and moreover that the vertical 2-cell identity
also acts as a horizontal identity. Thus we can in fact apply the Eckmann-Hilton
argument.
Generalising this argument to doubly degenerate tricategories directly is
tricky. There are various candidates for a “categorified Eckmann-Hilton ar-
gument” provided by Joyal and Street [14, 4]. The idea is to replace all the
equalities in the argument by isomorphisms, but as usual we need to take some
care over specifying these isomorphisms rather than merely asserting their exis-
tence; see Definition 2.
However, when we try and apply this result to a doubly degenerate tricat-
egory we have some further difficulties: composition along bounding 0-cells is
difficult to manipulate as a multiplication, because we cannot use coherence
results for tricategories. Coherence for tricategories [12] tells us that “every
diagram of constraints in a free tricategory (on a category-enriched 2-graph)
commutes”. In particular this means that if we need to use cells that do not
arise in a free tricategory, then we cannot use coherence results to check axioms.
This is the case if we attempt to built a multiplication out of composition along
0-cells; we have to use the fact that we only have one 1-cell in our tricategory,
and therefore that various composites of 1-cells are all “accidentally” the same.
This comes down to the fact that the free tricategory on a doubly degenerate
tricategory is not itself doubly degenerate; it is not clear how to construct a
“free doubly degenerate tricategory”.
However, to rectify this situation we can look at an alternative way of proving
the result for degenerate bicategories, that does not make such identifications.
We still use the Eckmann-Hilton argument but instead of attempting to apply
it using horizontal composition of 2-cells, we define a new binary operation on
2-cells that is derived from horizontal composition as follows:
β ⊙ α = r ◦ (β ∗ α) ◦ l−1
(Essentially this is what we use to prove that horizontal composition is strictly
unital in the previous argument.) Unlike horizontal composition, this operation
does “categorify correctly”, that is, given a doubly degenerate tricategory we
can define a multiplication on its associated monoidal category by using the
above formula (this is the content of Theorem 2.8), and we can manipulate it
using coherence for tricategories.
To extract a braiding from this we then have to follow the steps of the
Eckmann-Hilton argument and keep track of all the isomorphisms used; this is
Proposition 2.7.
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We see that we use instances of the following cells, in a lengthy composite:
• naturality constraints for lI and rI
• constraints for weak interchange of 2-cells
• isomorphisms showing that lI ∼= rI
This shows very clearly why a theory with weak units but strict interchange
is enough to produce braidings – the braiding is built from all of the above
structure contraints, so if any one of them is weak then braidings will still arise.
Thus if we have strict units then we need weak interchange, but if we maintain
weak units we can have strict interchange and still get a braided monoidal
category. As mentioned above we do, however, get a certain amount of extra
structure on the braided monoidal category that arises, and there does not
seem to be a straightforward way of organising it, or of describing coherently
the tricategorical situation in which this extra structure is trivial.
2.2 Basic results
The results in this section are all obtained by simply rewriting the appropriate
definitions using the results of [5]. Many of the diagrams needed in the theorems
below are excessively large, and have been relegated to the Appendix.
Just as we began the previous section by characterising adjoints in doubly
degenerate bicategories, we begin this section by recalling the definition of “dual
pair” of objects in a monoidal category, since this characterises adjoints for 1-
cells in degenerate bicategories; eventually we will of course be interested in
adjoint equivalences, not just adjoints.
Definition 1. LetM be a monoidal category. Then a dual pair inM consists of
a pair of objects X,X · together with morphisms ε : X⊗X · → I, η : I → X ·⊗X
satisfying the two equations below, where all unmarked isomorphisms are given
by coherence isomorphisms.
X XI
∼= // X(X ·X)
1η // (XX ·)X
∼= // IX
ε1 //
X
∼=

1
++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
X · IX ·
∼= // (X ·X)X ·
η1 // X ·(XX ·)
∼= // X ·I
1ε //
X ·
∼=

1
++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
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Theorem 2.1. A doubly degenerate tricategory B is precisely
• a monoidal category (B,⊗, U, a, l, r) given by the single degenerate hom-
bicategory;
• a monoidal functor ⊠ : B ×B → B from composition;
• a monoid I in B and an isomorphism I ∼= U as monoids in B; this comes
from the functor for units I −→ B(⋆, ⋆)
• a dual pair (A,A·, εA, ηA) with εA, ηA both invertible, and natural isomor-
phisms
A⊗
(
(X ⊠ Y )⊠ Z)
)
∼=
(
X ⊠ (Y ⊠ Z)
)
⊗A
A· ⊗
(
X ⊠ (Y ⊠ Z)
)
∼=
(
(X ⊠ Y )⊠ Z)
)
⊗A·;
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• a dual pair (L,L·, εL, ηL) with with εL, ηL both invertible, and natural
isomorphisms
L⊗ (I ⊠X) ∼= X ⊗ L
L· ⊗X ∼= (I ⊠X)⊗ L·
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• a dual pair (R,R·, εR, ηR) with with εL, ηL both invertible, and natural
isomorphisms
R⊗ (X ⊠ I) ∼= X ⊗R
R· ⊗X ∼= (X ⊠ I)⊗R·;
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• and isomorphisms(
(U ⊠A)⊗
(
A⊗ (A⊠ U)
)) π
∼= A⊗A(
(U ⊠ L)⊗
(
A⊗ (R· ⊠ U)
)) µ
∼= U
L⊠ U
λ
∼= L⊗A
U ⊠R·
ρ
∼= A⊗R·;
all subject to three axioms which appear in the Appendix.
Remark 2.2. It is important to note that ⊠ does not a priori give a monoidal
structure on the category B; the obstruction is that lax transformations be-
tween weak functors of degenerate tricategories are more general than monoidal
transformations between the associated monoidal functors (see [5]). As noted in
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Section 2.1 it may be possible to prove that ⊠ is a valid monoidal structure, but
since we cannot use coherence for tricategories to help us, the proof is not very
evident. Thus to extract a braiding from all this structure, we will not simply
apply an Eckmann-Hilton-style argument to ⊗ and ⊠ (see Section 2.3).
We now describe functors, transformations, modifications and perturbations
in a similar spirit.
Theorem 2.3. A weak functor F : B → B′ between doubly degenerate tricate-
gories is precisely
• a monoidal functor F : B → B′;
• a dual pair (χ, χ·, εχ, ηχ) in B
′ with εχ, ηχ both invertible, and natural
isomorphisms
χ⊗′ (FX ⊠′ FY ) ∼= F (X ⊠ Y )⊗′ χ
χ· ⊗′ F (X ⊠ Y ) ∼= (FX ⊠′ FY )⊗′ χ·
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• a dual pair (ι, ι·, ει, ηι) with ει, ηι both invertible, and natural isomorphisms
ι⊗′ I ′ ∼= FI ⊗′ ι
ι· ⊗′ FI ∼= I ′ ⊗′ ι·
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• and isomorphisms
FA⊗′
(
χ⊗′ (χ⊠′ U ′)
) ω
∼= χ⊗′
(
(U ′ ⊠′ χ)⊗′ A′
)
FL⊗′
(
χ⊗′ (ι⊠′ U ′)
) γ
∼= L′
FR·
δ
∼= χ⊗′
(
(U ′ ⊠′ ι)⊗′ (R′)·
)
;
all subject to axioms given in the Appendix.
Theorem 2.4. A weak transformation α : F → G in the above setting is
precisely
• a dual pair (α, α·, εα, ηα) with εα, ηα both invertible, and natural isomor-
phisms
α⊗′ (U ′ ⊠′ FX) ∼= (GX ⊠′ U ′)⊗′ α
α· ⊗′ (GX ⊠′ U ′) ∼= (U ′ ⊠′ FX)⊗′ α·
subject to diagrams given in the Appendix,
• and isomorphisms
(χG ⊗
′ U ′)⊗′
(
(A′)· ⊗′
(
(U ′ ⊠′ α) ⊗′
(
A′ ⊗′ (α⊠′ U ′)
))) Π
∼= α⊗′
(
(U ′ ⊠′ χF )⊗
′ A′
)
α⊗′
(
(U ′ ⊠′ ιF )⊗
′ (R′)·
) M
∼= (ιG ⊠
′ U ′)⊗′ (L′)·;
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all subject to three axioms given in the Appendix.
The analogous result for lax transformations should be obvious, with dual
pair replaced by distinguished object since in the lax case we have a noninvertible
morphism instead of an adjoint equivalence.
Theorem 2.5. A modification m : α⇒ β is precisely
• an object m ∈ B′ and
• an isomorphism
(U ′ ⊠m)⊗′ α ∼= β ⊗′ (m⊠′ U ′)
subject to two axioms given in the Appendix.
Theorem 2.6. A perturbation σ : m ⇛ n is precisely a morphism σ : m → n
in B′ satisfying the single axiom in the Appendix.
2.3 Braidings
In this section we show that the underlying monoidal category of a doubly
degenerate tricategory does have a braiding on it. To show this, we use the fact
that to give a braiding for a monoidal structure, it suffices to give the structure
of a multiplication on the monoidal category in question. We give the relevant
definitions below; for additional details, see [14].
Definition 2. Let M be a monoidal category, and equip M × M with the
componentwise monoidal structure. Then a multiplication ϕ on M consists of
a monoidal functor ϕ : M ×M → M and invertible monoidal transformations
ρ : ϕ ◦ (id × I) ⇒ id, λ : ϕ ◦ (I × id) ⇒ id where I : 1 → M is the canonical
monoidal functor whose value on the single object is the unit of M and whose
structure constraints are given by unique coherence isomorphisms.
The following result, due to Joyal and Street [14], says that a multiplication
naturally gives rise to a braiding.
Proposition 2.7. Let M be a monoidal category with multiplication ϕ. Then
M is braided with braiding given by the composite below.
ab
λ−1ρ−1
−→ ϕ(I, a)ϕ(b, I)
∼=
−→ ϕ(Ib, aI)
ϕ(l,r)
−→ ϕ(b, a)
ϕ(r−1,l−1)
−→ ϕ(bI, Ia)
∼=
−→ ϕ(b, I)ϕ(I, a)
ρλ
−→ ba
We will use this construction to provide a braiding for the monoidal category
associated to a doubly degenerate tricategory. As can be seen from the above
formula, this braiding is “natural” but not exactly “simple”.
Theorem 2.8. Let B be a doubly degenerate tricategory, and also denote by
B the monoidal category associated to the single (degenerate) hom-bicategory.
Then there is a multiplication ϕ on B with
ϕ(X,Y ) = R⊗
(
(X ⊠ Y )⊗ L·
)
.
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This result is a lengthy calculation that requires repeated use of the coher-
ence theorm for tricategories as well as coherence for bicategories and functors.
We thus omit it, and only record the following crucial corollary.
Corollary 2.9. Let B be a doubly degenerate tricategory, and also denote by
B the monoidal category associated to the single (degenerate) hom-bicategory.
Then B is a braided monoidal category.
The situation for functors is similar, with braided monoidal functors arising
from “multiplicative” functors as follows.
Definition 3. Let (M,ϕ) and (N,ψ) be monoidal categories equipped with
multiplications. A multiplicative functor F : (M,ϕ) → (N,ψ) consists of a
monoidal functor F : M → N and an invertible monoidal transformation χ :
ψ ◦ (F × F )⇒ F ◦ φ, satisfying unit axioms.
Proposition 2.10. Let (M,ϕ) and (N,ψ) be monoidal categories equipped with
multiplications, and let F : (M,ϕ)→ (N,ψ) be a multiplicative functor between
them. Then the underlying monoidal functor F is braided when M and N are
equipped with the braidings induced by their respective multiplications.
The following theorem says that functors between doubly degenerate tri-
categories do give rise to multiplicative functors, and as a corollary, braided
monoidal functors. The proof of the theorem is another long calculation involv-
ing coherence.
Theorem 2.11. Let B and B′ be doubly degenerate tricategories, and let F :
B → B′ be a functor between them. Then the monoidal functor F between
the monoidal categories B and B′ can be given the structure of a multiplicative
functor when we equip B and B′ with the multiplications of Theorem 2.8.
Corollary 2.12. Let B and B′ be doubly degenerate tricategories, and let F :
B → B′ be a functor between them. Then the monoidal functor F is braided
with respect to the braided monoidal categories B and B′ as in Corollary 2.9.
The situation for transformations does not lend itself to the same sort of
analysis: a transformation of doubly degenerate tricategories is rather different
from a monoidal transformation. This also occurs in the study of degenerate
bicategories, where transformations of degenerate bicategories are rather differ-
ent from monoidal transformations. Thus, as discussed in the Introduction, we
modify Tricat so that the 2-cells between doubly degenerate tricategories do
give rise to monoidal transformations [8].
We construct a bicategory T˜ricat with
• 0-cells: tricategories,
• 1-cells: functors, and
• 2-cells: “locally iconic lax transformations”, that is, transformations whose
1- and 2-cell components are identities.
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Recall that an icon is an oplax transformation of bicategories, all of whose com-
ponent 1-cells are identities. Specifying a 2-cell of T˜ricat thus involves speci-
fying, for every 2-cell in the source, a 3-cell component in the target, together
with 3-cell constraint data Π and M (as exhibited in Theorem 3.3 for example)
satisfying the relevant axioms; there is effectively no lower-dimensional data.
Since icons between degenerate bicategories yield monoidal transformations
(see [5]), the following result is immediate.
Theorem 2.13. Let α : F ⇒ G be a 2-cell in T˜ricat whose source and target
tricategories are doubly degenerate. Then α gives rise to a monoidal transfor-
mation between the braided monoidal functors corresponding to F and G.
This gives us a slightly better comparison with braided monoidal categories—
we can at least have functors in both directions—but in the next section we will
compare the overall structures and see that we still do not get a biequivalence
of bicategories.
2.4 Overall structure
In this section we attempt to compare the totalities of structures involved. That
is, on the one hand we have doubly degenerate tricategories, and on the other
hand we have braided monoidal categories as predicted by the Periodic Table.
First observe that the full 4-dimensional structure of tricategories does not
yield an equivalence. We can add higher identity cells to the bicategoryBrMonCat
of braided monoidal categories to form a discrete tetracategory, but it is clear
that this cannot be equivalent to the tetracategory Tricat(2) of doubly degen-
erate tricategories, which has too many non-trivial 4-cells.
Instead we can examine T˜ricat(2), the full sub-bicategory of T˜ricat whose
0-cells are the doubly degenerate tricategories. We will now show that there are
naturally arising comparison functors to and from BrMonCat, but these do
not exhibit a biequivalence.
From the results of the previous section we have a morphism of underlying
globular sets
U : T˜ricat(2) −→ BrMonCat,
assigning
• to each 0-cell associated braided monoidal category as in Corollary 2.9,
• to each 1-cell the associated braided monoidal functor as in Corollary 2.12,
and
• to each 2-cell the associated monoidal transformation as in Theorem 2.13.
Proposition 2.14. The morphism U defines a strict functor of bicategories.
Proof. It is trivial that U strictly preserves composition and units; the functor
axioms follow by noting that U sends the constraint isomorphisms a, l, r to
identities.
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There is also a comparison functor in the opposite direction
F : BrMonCat −→ T˜ricat(2).
This is simply a matter of choosing all the extra structure to be given by iden-
tities where this makes sense, and using isomorphisms given canonically by
coherence constraints elsewhere. We can then check the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15. The composite functor UF : BrMonCat → BrMonCat is
the identity 2-functor.
Proof. It is obvious that UF (X) has the same monoidal structure as X , and
following the definition of the braiding carefully and using coherence gives that
the braided structures are the same as well. It follows immediately that UF is
the identity on 1- and 2-cells. It remains to check that the constraints for this
composite are also identities; this follows from the definition of the constraints
for F and the definition of U .
We can now show that these comparison functors do not exhibit an equiv-
alence. The problem is at the level of 2-cells; the 2-cells of T˜ricat(2) have an
extra choice of the structure constraints Π and M , and these are forgotten by
the functor U .
Theorem 2.16. The functor U : T˜ricat(2) −→ BrMonCat is locally full but
not locally faithful.
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 2.15. For the second, let Z
denote the symmetric monoidal category with only one object x and Z(x, x) =
Z/2, with the composition and monoidal structure given on morphisms by addi-
tion and all coherence isomorphisms the identity. The identity functor 1 : Z → Z
is a strict braided monoidal functor. There are two natural transformations
1⇒ 1 corresponding to the two different group elements, but only the identity
is monoidal. To show that U is not locally faithful, we will prove that there is
more than a single 2-cell F (1)⇒ F (1) in T˜ricat(2); however, there is only one
2-cell UF (1) = 1⇒ 1 = UF (1).
A 2-cell F (1)⇒ F (1) in T˜ricat(2) consists of a monoidal transformation and
two group elements satisfying four axioms. We show that these axioms allow
for two different 2-cells. The first axiom reduces to the equation Π = Π since all
the other cells involved are identities. The second and third axioms both reduce
to Π +M = 0. The fourth axiom is then the equation that Π + Π = Π + Π.
Thus there are two different 2-cells F (1)⇒ F (1) in T˜ricat(2) corresponding to
the two different choices of Π.
Remark 2.17.The same proof shows that the strict functor F is not locally
full.
Finally note that we could restrict T˜ricat(2) further just for the purposes
of getting a biequivalence, as described in the following theorem. We write I for
the dual pair (I, I, l, l−1); this is valid in any monoidal category.
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Theorem 2.18. There is a 2-category Tricat(2)′2 with
• 0-cells those doubly degenerate tricategories with ⊠ = ⊗, monoid I with
isomorphism I ∼= I the identity, all dual pairs I, and all isomorphisms
given by unique coherence isomorphisms;
• 1-cells those functors with all dual pairs I and all isomorphisms given by
unique coherence isomorphisms; and
• 2-cells those lax transformations with distinguished object I and all con-
straints given by unique coherence isomorphisms.
The functors F and U then restrict to comparison functors to and from this 2-
category, and this does produce a biequivalence, albeit a somewhat tautological
one.
3 Degenerate tricategories
We now study degenerate tricategories, and use them to make a definition of
monoidal bicategory. This definition differs from existing definitions [9, 20] only
in that it is fully algebraic. The difference between these structures becomes
more significant at the level of transformation. In Section 3.2 we will explore
these differences in the process of defining a tricategory of monoidal bicategories.
Since we will define monoidal bicategories to be degenerate tricategories,
a process of “comparison” might seem rather circular. In effect we do little
more than observe that our definition of transformation is significantly different
from that inherited from Tricat, just as in the case of transformations between
degenerate bicategories [5].
3.1 Basic results
The results in this section are all obtained by simply rewriting the appropriate
definitions using the results of [5]. First we characterise degenerate tricategories
and functors between them; this is straightforward.
Theorem 3.1. A degenerate tricategory B is precisely
• a single hom-bicategory which we will also call B;
• a functor ⊗ : B ×B → B;
• a functor I : 1→ B;
• adjoint equivalence a, l, and r as in the definition of a tricategory; and
• invertible modifications π, µ, λ, and ρ as in the definition of a tricategory
all subject to the tricategory axioms.
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Theorem 3.2. A weak functor F : B → B′ between degenerate tricategories is
precisely
• a weak functor F : B → B′;
• adjoint equivalences χ and ι as in the definition of weak functor between
tricategories; and
• invertible modifications ω, δ, and γ as in the definition of weak functor, as
shown below
all subject to axioms which are identical to the functor axioms aside from source
and target considerations.
We now characterise weak transformations, modifications and perturbations.
Here we actually include all the diagrams in the definition, because in Section 3.2
we will modify these definitions in order to construct a tricategory of monoidal
bicategories.
Theorem 3.3. A weak transformation α : F → G between weak functors of
degenerate tricategories is precisely
• an object α in the target bicategory B′, corresponding to the component
α⋆ of the transformation;
• an adjoint equivalence as displayed below;
B
B′
G

B′
F //
B′
α⊗′−

−⊗′α
//
α
s{ ooo
ooo
oo
ooo
ooo
oo
• and invertible modifications as displayed below, where we write [a, b] for
Hom(a, b) and [b, c; a, b] for Hom(b, c)×Hom(a, b);
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[b, c; a, b]
[a, c]
⊗

[Ga,Gc]
G
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ [Fa,Gc]
T ′(αa,1)
;;wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
[Fb, Fc;Fa, Fb]
F×F //
[Fb,Gc;Fa, Fb]
T ′(1,αc)×1

⊗

[Gb,Gc;Fa, Fb]
G×F

[Gb,Gc;Fa,Gb]
1×T ′(1,αb)

⊗
//
//
T ′(αb, 1)× 1
[Gb,Gc;Ga,Gb]
G×G
}}{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
{{
1×T ′(αa,1) //
⊗
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
Π


[b, c; a, b]
[a, c]
⊗

[Ga,Gc]
G
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ [Fa,Gc]
T ′(αa,1)
;;wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
[Fb, Fc;Fa, Fb]
F×F //
[Fb,Gc;Fa, Fb]
T ′(1,αc)×1

⊗

[Fb, Fc;Fa, Fb]
F×F

[Fa, Fc]
⊗
 T ′(1,αc) //
F
//
⇓ α× 1
⇓ a1×α
⇐
⇓ a·
χ
⇐
⇓ a
χ
⇐
⇓ α
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1T (a, a)
Ia

T ′(Ga,Ga)
G

T ′(Fa,Ga)
T ′(αa,1)
//
αa
		
T ′(Fa, Fa)
IFa

T ′(1,αa)
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EF
//
M _*4
1
T (a, a)
Ia
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
T ′(Ga,Ga)
G

T ′(Fa,Ga)
T ′(αa,1)
//
αa

IGa
{{
ι
⇐
⇓ α
r·
⇐
ι
⇐
l·
⇐
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all subject to the following axioms.
((αFf)Fg)Fh
((Gfα)Fg)Fh
(α1)1
OO
(Gf(αFg))Fh
a1
KK
(Gf(Ggα))Fh
(1α)1
KK
Gf((Ggα)Fh)
a
GG
Gf(Gg(αFh))
1a
??
Gf(Gg(Ghα))
1(1α) //
(GfGg)(Ghα)
a·
7
77
77
77
77
77
G(fg)(Ghα)
χ1
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
(G(fg)Gh)α
a·

G((fg)h)α
χ1
'
''
''
''
''
G(f(gh))α
Ga1

(αFf)(FgFh)
a
7
77
77
77
77
77
(αFf)F (gh)
1χ
:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
α(FfF (gh))
a
//
αF (f(gh))
1χ
BB
α
BB
(α(FfFg))Fh
a1
99sssssssssss
(αF (fg))Fh
(1χ)1
GG
(G(fg)α)Fh
α1
GG
((GfGg)α)Fh
a·1 55lllllll
(χ1)1
(
((
((
((
((
(
(GfGg)(αFh)
a
;;wwwwwwwww
a·
?
??
??
??
?
1α --ZZZZZZZ
G(fg)(αFh)
a
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
χ1
<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<
1α
..\\\\\\\\
α(F (fg)Fh)
a
&&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
M
αF ((fg)h)
1χ
&&LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
L
α
;;wwwwwwwwwwwwww
1Fa
(
((
((
((
((
((
(
α((FfFg)Fh)
a
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
1(χ1)
EE
α(Ff(FgFh))
1a
2
22
22
22
22
2
1(1χ)
2
22
22
22
22
22
22
a --[[[[[
[[[[[[[[
⇓ Π1
⇓ π
∼=
∼=
∼=
⇓ Π
∼=
⇓ π
∼=
⇓ 1ω
∼=
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((αFf)Fg)Fh
((Gfα)Fg)Fh
(α1)1
OO
(Gf(αFg))Fh
a1
KK
(Gf(Ggα))Fh
(1α)1
KK
Gf((Ggα)Fh)
a
GG
Gf(Gg(αFh))
1a
??
Gf(Gg(Ghα))
1(1α) //
(GfGg)(Ghα)
a·
7
77
77
77
77
77
G(fg)(Ghα)
χ1
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
(G(fg)Gh)α
a·

G((fg)h)α
χ1
'
''
''
''
''
G(f(gh))α
Ga1

(αFf)(FgFh)
a
7
77
77
77
77
77
(αFf)F (gh)
1χ
:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
α(FfF (gh))
a
//
αF (f(gh))
1χ
BB
α
BB
(Gfα)F (gh)
α1
LL
(Gfα)(FgFh)
α1
JJ
1χ
5
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
a
&&MM
MMM
MMM
M
Gf((αFg)Fh)
a
//
Gf(α(FgFh))
1a
'
''
''
''
''
a
;;wwwwwww
Gf(αF (gh))
1(1χ)
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
a
EE
Gf(G(gh)α)
1α
HH
(GfG(gh))α
a· %%J
JJ
JJ
JJ
J
χ1 ))RR
RRR
RR
Gf((GgGh)α)
1a·












1(χ1)
,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
((GfGg)Gh)α
a·







(Gf(GgGh))α
a1
'
''
''
''
'
(1χ)1

a·
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
(χ1)1
''PP
PPP
PPP
P
1(α1)
UU+++++++++++++++++++++
∼=
⇓ π
∼=
⇓ 1Π
∼=
∼=
π
⇐
∼=
∼=
⇓ ω1
⇓ Π
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αFf
(αI)Ff
r·1
??
(αFI)Ff
(1ι)1
??
(GIα)Ff
α1
<<yyyyyy
GI(αFf)
a
;;vvvvvv
GI(Gfα)
1α
##H
HHH
HH
(GIGf)α
a·
""E
EE
EE
E
G(If)α
χ1
?
??
??
??
?
Gfα
Gl1
?
??
??
??
?
(Iα)Ff
l·1
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
I(αFf)
a **TTT
TTTT
TTT
I(Gfα)
1α
44jjjjjjjjjj
l
::ttttttttttttttt
α(FIFf)
a
,,YYYYY
αF (If)
1χ
,,YYYYY
Y
α
,,YYYYY
YY
α(IFf)
a
++XXXX
XXXXX
XX
αFf
1l
++XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
α
//
1(ι1)
HH 1Fl

1
//
l
DD

















⇓ Π
∼=
⇓ µ
⇓ 1γ
∼=
∼=⇓ λ
αFf
(αI)Ff
r·1
??
(αFI)Ff
(1ι)1
??
(GIα)Ff
α1
<<yyyyyy
GI(αFf)
a
;;vvvvvv
GI(Gfα)
1α
##H
HHH
HH
(GIGf)α
a·
""E
EE
EE
E
G(If)α
χ1
?
??
??
??
?
Gfα
Gl1
?
??
??
??
?
(Iα)Ff
l·1
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
I(αFf)
a **TTT
TTTT
TTT
I(Gfα)
1α
44jjjjjjjjjj
l
::ttttttttttttttt
(ι1)1
KK
ι1
OO
ι1
OO
(IGf)α
a·
OO
(ι1)1
OO
l1
,,ZZZZZZ
ZZZZZ⇓M1
∼= ∼=
⇓ γ1
⇓ λ
∼=
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αFf
Gfα
α
FF
Gf(αI)
1r·
@@
Gf(αFI)
1(1ι)
::ttttttttttttttt
Gf(GIα)
1α
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
(GfGI)α
a·
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
G(fI)α
χ1
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
αFf
1
//
Gfα
α
55llllllllll
Gr·1
<<yyyyyyyyyyyyyy
(αFf)I
r·
11cccccccccccccccc
(Gfα)I
α1
VV--------
r·
22ddddd
a
OO
(αFf)FI
1ι
77nnnnnnnnnn
(Gfα)FI
α1
XX22222222
a
LL
1ι
77nnnnnnnnn
α(FfI)
a
=
==
==
==
==
=
α(FfFI)
1(1ι)
==|||||||||||
a
8
88
88
8
1r
;
;;
;;
;;
;;
αF (fI)
1Fr·
??
1χ
''OO
OOO
O
α 22eeeeeee
∼=
⇓ ρ
∼=
∼=
∼=
⇓ 1δ ∼=
⇓ ρ
⇓ Π
αFf
Gfα
α
FF
Gf(αI)
1r·
@@
Gf(αFI)
1(1ι)
::ttttttttttttttt
Gf(GIα)
1α
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
(GfGI)α
a·
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
G(fI)α
χ1
?
??
??
??
??
??
?
αFf
1
//
Gfα
α
55llllllllll
Gr·1
<<yyyyyyyyyyyyyy
Gf(Iα)
1l·
22eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
1(ι1)
77nnnnnnnnn
1
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
(GfI)α
a·
!!B
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
r1
4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
(1ι)1 55lllllll
⇓ 1M
∼=
⇓ µ
∼=
⇓ δ1
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Theorem 3.4. Let α and β be transformations F ⇒ G of degenerate tricate-
gories. Then a modification m : α⇒ β is precisely
• a 1-cell m : α→ β in B′ and
• invertible modifications as shown below,
T (a, b)
T ′(Ga,Gb)
G

T ′(Fa, Fb)
F //
T ′(Fa,Gb)
T ′(1,αb)
T ′(αa,1) //
α
rz nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
T ′(βa,1)
BB
(ma)
∗

m _ *4
T (a, b) T ′(Fa, Fb)
F //
T ′(Ga,Gb)
G

T ′(Fa,Gb)
T ′(1,βb)

T ′(βa,1)
//
T ′(1,αb)
zz
(mb)∗ks
β
} 









all subject to the following two axioms (unmarked isomorphisms are naturality
isomorphisms).
(αFf)Fg (Gfα)Fg
α1 // Gf(αFg)
a // Gf(Ggα)
1α // (GfGg)α
a· // G(fg)α
χ1 //
G(fg)β
G1m

(βFf)Fg
(mF1)F1

β(FfFg)
a
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
βF (fg)
1χ
//
β
77nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
(Gfβ)Fg
β1 // Gf(βFg)
a
// Gf(Ggβ)
1β
// (GfGg)β
a·
//
χ1
//
(G1m)F1

G1(mF1)

G1(G1m)

(G1G1)m

(αFf)Fg (Gfα)Fg
α1 // Gf(αFg)
a // Gf(Ggα)
1α // (GfGg)α
a· // G(fg)α
χ1 //
G(fg)β
G1m

(βFf)Fg
(mF1)F1

β(FfFg)
a
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
βF (fg)
1χ
//
β
77nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
α(FfFg)
a
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
αF (fg)
1χ
//
α
77nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
m(F1F1)

mF (11)

⇓ m1 ∼=
1m
⇓
∼= ∼=
⇓ Π
⇓ Π
∼= ⇓ m
∼=
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α αI
r· // αFI
1ι // GIα
α //
GIβ
1m

β
m

Iβ
l·
))SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
ι1
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
βI
r· // 1ι
1ι
// β //
m1

m1

α αI
r· // αFI
1ι // GIα
α //
GIβ
1m

β
m

Iβ
l·
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SS
ι1
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Iα
l·
))TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TT
ι1
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
1m

∼= ∼= ⇓ m
⇓M
⇓M
∼= ∼=
Theorem 3.5. A perturbation σ : m⇛ n of degenerate tricategories is precisely
a 2-cell σ : m⇒ n in B′ such that the following axiom holds.
α⊗ Ff Gf ⊗ α
α //
Gf ⊗ β
1⊗m

β ⊗ Ff
m⊗1

β
//
n⊗1
&&
α⊗ Ff Gf ⊗ α
α //
Gf ⊗ β
1⊗n

1⊗m
xx
β ⊗ Ff
n⊗1

β
//
σ⊗1
⇐
1⊗σ
⇐
m
s{ nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
n
s{ nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
3.2 Overall structure
In this section, we will construct a tricategory of monoidal bicategories. The
objects and 1-cells will be given by degenerate tricategories and functors between
them, but the higher cells will be given only by special transformations and
modifications which have their components at the lowest dimension chosen to
be the identity, as discussed in the Introduction. This is similar to the case
of doubly degenerate tricategories above, and is in direct analogy with the 2-
dimensional version in which the bicategory of monoidal categories, monoidal
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functors and monoidal transformations can be found as a full sub-bicategory of
the bicategory of icons.
Definition 4.
1. A monoidal bicategory is a degenerate tricategory.
2. A weak monoidal functor, which we now shorten to monoidal functor, is
a weak functor between the corresponding degenerate tricategories.
We now define monoidal transformations as a special case of lax transforma-
tions where the single object component is the identity, the lax transformation
α is actually weak, and where the two modifications Π and M are invertible.
The data and axioms presented here use collapsed versions of the transformation
diagrams, making use of the left and right unit adjoint equivalences to simplify
the diagrams involved.
Definition 5. Let B,B′ be monoidal bicategories and F,G : B → B′ be
monoidal functors between them. A monoidal transformation α : F ⇒ G
consists of
• a weak transformation α : F ⇒ G between the underlying weak functors,
• an invertible modification as displayed below,
B ×B B′ ×B′
F×F
%%
G×G
::
⇓α×α
B
⊗

B′
G
::
⊗′

χGu} rrr
rrr
r
rrr
rrr
r
B ×B B′ ×B′
F×F
%%
B
⊗

B′
F $$
G
::⇓α
⊗′

;
χFv~ uu
uu
uu
u
uu
uu
u;
Π _ *4
• and an invertible modification as displayed below,
1 B′
I′ //
B
I ""E
EE
EE
EE
E
F
<<yyyyyyyy
G
NN
ιF
⇓ α
1 B′
I′ //
B
I ""E
EE
EE
EE
E
F
<<yyyyyyyy
ιG
M _ *4
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all subject to the following three axioms.
(FxFy)Fz
(GxGy)Fz
(αα)1
;;wwwwwwwww
(GxGy)Gz
(11)α
77oooooooooooo
G(xy)Gz
χ1 //
G
(
(xy)z
)
χ
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
G
(
x(yz)
)
GA
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
Fx(FyFz)
A
&&LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
LLL
L
FxF (yz)
1χ ))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
F
(
x(yz)
)
χ
55kkkkkkkkkk
α
88rrrrrrrrrrrrrr
F (xy)Fz
χ1
//
G(xy)Fz
χ1
//
α1
99rrrrrrrrrrr
1α
99rrrrrrrrrrr
αα
DD
F
(
(xy)z
)
χ
//
FA
&&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
MMM
α
55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
∼=
⇓ Π1
∼=
⇓ Π
∼=
⇓ ωF
(FxFy)Fz
(GxGy)Fz
(αα)1
;;wwwwwwwww
(GxGy)Gz
(11)α
77oooooooooooo
G(xy)Gz
χ1 //
G
(
(xy)z
)
χ
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
G
(
x(yz)
)
GA
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
Fx(FyFz)
A
&&LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
LLL
L
FxF (yz)
1χ ))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
F
(
x(yz)
)
χ
55kkkkkkkkkk
α
88rrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Gx(GyFz)
A
6
66
66
66
α(α1)
OO
Gx(GyGz)
A





1(1α)
@@ GxG(yz)
1χ
,,YYYYYY
YYYYYY
YYYYYY
YYYY
χ
,,YYYYYY
αα
>>}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
Gx(FyFz)
α(11)
>>}}}}}}}
1(αα)
OO
GxF (yz)1χ 22eeeee
1α 22ddddddddd
α1
KK
∼=
∼=
∼=
⇓ ωG
⇓ 1Π
∼=
∼= ⇓ Π
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I ′Fx
FIFx
ι1
DD








GIFx
α1
77ooooooo
GIGx
1α //
G(Ix)
χ
''OO
OOO
OO
Gx
Gl
4
44
44
44
I ′Gx
1α ++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
l′
33ggggggggggggggggggg
ι1
II
ι1
JJ
⇓M1 ∼= ⇓ γG
I ′Fx
FIFx
ι1
DD








GIFx
α1
77ooooooo
GIGx
1α //
G(Ix)
χ
''OO
OOO
OO
Gx
Gl
4
44
44
44
I ′Gx
1α ++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
l′
33ggggggggggggggggggg
αα
77
F (Ix)χ
,,ZZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
α
22ddddddddddd
Fx
l′ //^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ α //```````````````````
Fl

∼=
⇓ Π
⇓ γF ∼=
∼=
FxI ′
FxFI
1ι
DD








FxGI
1α
77ooooooo
GxGI
α1 //
G(xI)
χ
''OO
OOO
OO
Gx
Gr
4
44
44
44
GxI ′
α1 ++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
r′
33ggggggggggggggggggg
1ι
II
1ι
JJ
⇓ 1M ∼= ⇓ δG
FxI ′
FxFI
1ι
DD








FxGI
1α
77ooooooo
GxGI
α1 //
G(xI)
χ
''OO
OOO
OO
Gx
Gr
4
44
44
44
GxI ′
α1 ++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
r′
33ggggggggggggggggggg
αα
77
F (xI)χ
,,ZZZZZZ
ZZZZZ
α
22ddddddddddd
Fx
r′ //^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ α //```````````````````
Fr

∼=
⇓ Π
⇓ δF ∼=
∼=
Note that in the previous diagram we have written δF and δG when in fact their
mates are used.
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We now define monoidal modifications between monoidal bicategories in a
similar fashion, as a special case of lax modifications with the component at the
single object being given by an identity. Using the left and right unit adjoint
equivalences, we are then able to simplify the diagrams to those given below.
Definition 6.Let α, β : F ⇒ G be monoidal transformations between monoidal
functors. A monoidal modification m : α ⇛ β consists of a modification m :
α ⇛ β between the underlying transformations such that the following two
axioms hold.
FxFy
GxFy
α1
22 GxGy
1α
((
G(xy)
χ
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
F (xy)
χ ++VVVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VV
β
33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
β1
@@
1β
33
ββ
<<
⇓ m1
⇓ 1m
∼=
⇓ Πβ
FxFy
GxFy
α1
99rrrrrrrrrrr
GxGy
1α //
G(xy)
χ
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LLL
F (xy)χ --[
[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[
β
11ccccccccccccccc
αα
99
α ,,
∼=
⇓ Πα
⇓ m
I ′
FI
ι
;;wwwwwwwwwww
GI
α

β
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
ι
//
⇓Mβ
⇓ m
I ′
FI
ι
;;wwwwwwwwwww
GI
α
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
ι
//
⇓Mα
The rest of this section will be devoted to defining the structure of the tricat-
egory MonBicat whose 0-cells are monoidal bicategories, 1-cells are monoidal
functors, 2-cells are monoidal transformations, and 3-cells are monoidal modi-
fications. We begin by defining the hom-bicategories for this tricategory; note
that composition is not inherited directly from Tricat but can be thought of as
a “hybrid” of the respective structures of Tricat and Bicat.
For 1-cell composition, consider monoidal transformations α : F ⇒ G and
β : G⇒ H . We define a monoidal transformation βα as follows:
• its underlying transformation is the composite βα,
• the invertible modification Πβα has component at (X,Y ) given by the
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diagram below,
FX⊗FY HX⊗HY
(βα)⊗(βα) //
H(X⊗Y )
χH

F (X⊗Y )
χF

G(X⊗Y )
α
//
β
//
GX⊗GY
α⊗α
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
β⊗β
;;wwwwwwwwwww
χG

∼=
⇓ Πα ⇓ Πβ
• and the invertible modification Mβα is given by the diagram below.
I ′
FI
ιF
??
GI
α //
HI
β
?
??
??
??
??
ιG
<<
ιH
//
⇓Mα
⇓Mβ
The three axioms are easily checked by a simple diagram chase.
For identity 1-cells, consider a monoidal functor F . Then the identity trans-
formation u : F ⇒ F can be equipped with the structure of a monoidal transfor-
mation with both Πu and Mu being given by unique coherence isomorphisms.
The axioms follow immediately from the coherence theorem for tricategories.
For vertical 2-cell composition, consider monoidal modifications m : α ⇛ β
and n : β ⇛ γ. Then we can check that the composite nm : α ⇛ γ in Bicat is
in fact monoidal, and likewise the identity.
For horizontal 2-cell composition, consider monoidal modifications as dis-
played below.
X Y
F

G //
H
GG
α
%%
β
yy
γ
%%
δ
yy
m _*4
n
_*4
Then we can check that the composite n ∗ m : γα ⇛ δβ in Bicat is in fact
monoidal, and that this composition is functorial.
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For coherence isomorphisms in the hom-bicategories, consider monoidal trans-
formations α : F ⇒ G, β : G⇒ H , and γ : H ⇒ J .
• Let r : αuF ⇛ α be the modification with component at X the right unit
isomorphism rαX . It follows from coherence for tricategories that r and
r−1 are monoidal.
• Let l : uGα ⇛ α be the modification with component at X the left unit
isomorphism lαX . Observe as above that this modification and its inverse
l−1 are monoidal.
• Let a : (γβ)α ⇛ γ(βα) be the modification with component at X the
associativity isomorphism aγXβXαX is monoidal. Observe as above that
this modification and its inverse a−1 are monoidal.
Theorem 3.6. The above structure defines a bicategory MonBicat(X,Y ).
Proof. The axioms follow from the bicategory axioms in Y .
We next define composition along 0-cells for the tricategory MonBicat,
which we will denote ⊠; we simply extend the definition of composition in the
tricategoryBicat which we now recall. Consider functors, transformations, and
modifications as below.
X Y
F

F ′
EEα
""
α′
||
Γ _ *4 Z
G

G′
EEβ
""
β′
||
∆ _*4
Then we have the following formulae.
G⊗ F := GF
β ⊗ α := (G′ ∗ α) ◦ (β ∗ F )
(∆⊗ Γ)x := G
′Γx ∗∆Fx
Now suppose all of the above data are monoidal.
1. The composite G ⊠ F is the composite of the functors of the underlying
degenerate tricategories.
2. The composite β⊠α has underlying transformation β⊗α as above together
with
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• invertible modification Π given by the diagram below, and
GFX ⊗GFY G′FX ⊗G′FY
β⊗β // G′F ′X ⊗G′F ′Y
G′α⊗G′α//
(β⊠α)⊗(β⊠α)
))
G(FX ⊗ FY )
χG

GF (X ⊗ Y )
GχF

G′(FX ⊗ FY )
β
//
G′F (X ⊗ Y )
β
//
χG′

G′χF

G′(F ′X ⊗ F ′Y )
G′(α⊗α)
//
G′F ′(X ⊗ Y )
G′α
//
χG′

G′χF ′

∼=
⇓ Πβ
∼=
∼=
⇓ G′Πα
• invertible modification M given by the diagram below.
I ′′ GI ′
ιG // GFI
GιF // G′FI
βFI // G′F ′I
G′αI //
G′I ′
βI′ &&LL
LLL
LLL
LL
GιF
88rrrrrrrrrr
ιG′ // G′ιF
::
∼=⇓Mβ ⇓ G′Mα
3. The modification ∆⊗Γ is a monoidal modification, so we can put ∆⊠Γ =
∆⊗ Γ.
Theorem 3.7. The assignments above extend to a functor
⊠ :MonBicat(Y, Z)×MonBicat(X,Y )→MonBicat(X,Z).
Proof. The constraint modifications are the same as those given in my [12]; we
need only check that they are monoidal modifications, which is accomplished by
a lengthy, but routine, diagram chase. The functor axioms follow from coherence
and the transformation axioms.
We now define units for the composition ⊠.
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a monoidal bicategory. There is a functor IX :
1→MonBicat(X,X) whose value on the single object is the identity monoidal
functor and whose value on the single 1-cell is the identity monoidal transfor-
mation.
Proof. Functoriality determines that the value on the single 2-cell is the identity.
The unit constraint is the identity, and the composition constraint is given by
the left (or right) unit isomorphism in X , which we have already determined is
a monoidal modification. The axioms then follow from coherence.
We now define the adjoint equivalences
a : ⊠ ◦ (⊠× 1)⇒ ⊠ ◦ (1×⊠)
l : ⊠ ◦ (IX × 1)⇒ 1
r : ⊠ ◦ (1× IX)⇒ 1.
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The underlying adjoint equivalences of transformations are all the same as the
relevant adjoint equivalences in Bicat. It remains to provide the component
modifications, check that these choices give monoidal transformations, check
that the unit and counit modifications are monoidal, and check the triangle
identities. All the cells involved are coherence cells, and we can use coherence
for tricategories to check that all necessary diagrams commute.
Theorem 3.9. There is a tricategory MonBicat with
• 0-cells monoidal bicategories;
• hom-bicategories given by the bicategories MonBicat(X,Y ) defined above;
• composition functor given by ⊠;
• unit given by the functor IX : 1→MonBicat(X,X);
• adjoint equivalences a, l, r as above; and
• invertible modifications π, λ, ρ, µ with each modification having components
given by unique coherence cells in the target bicategory.
Furthermore, the obvious forgetful functor MonBicat→ Bicat is a strict func-
tor between tricategories.
Proof. The tricategory axioms follow from coherence for bicategories. The fact
that the modifications above are monoidal follows from coherence for tricate-
gories.
A Appendix: diagrams
Here we include all the diagrams that were omitted from the text itself.
A.1 Doubly degenerate tricategories
We will write the monoidal structure ⊗ as concatenation, invoking coherence
in order to ignore association. The monoidal functor ⊠ will be written as · to
save space, and we will enclose terms involving ⊠ with square brackets when
necessary to avoid an excess of parentheses. Isomorphisms will remain largely
unmarked as there will always be an obvious choice.
The dual pair A and its attendant natural isomorphisms must satisfy the
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following axioms.
(A[(X1 ·Y1)·Z1])[(X2·Y2)·Z2] ([X1·(Y1·Z1)]A)[(X2·Y2)·Z2]
// [X1·(Y1 ·Z1)](A[(X2 ·Y2)·Z2])//
[X1·(Y1 ·Z1)]([X2·(Y2·Z2)]A)

([X1·(Y1·Z1)][X2·(Y2·Z2)])A

[(X1X2)·
(
(Y1Y2)·(Z1Z2)
)
]A

A
(
[(X1·Y1)·Z1][(X2·Y2)·Z2]
)
A[
(
(X1X2)·(Y1Y2)
)
·(Z1Z2)]

//
A AU// A[(U · U) · U ]//
[U · (U · U)]A

UA

//
Similar axioms hold for A·, and the dual pairs L and R.
The three tricategory axioms now take the following form, where the labels
π, µ, λ, ρ indicate that the arrow is built up from that constraint using ⊗ and
⊠; unmarked arrows are given by naturality or unique coherence isomorphisms.
[U·(U·A)][U·A]A[(U·A)·U][A·U][(A·U)·U] [U·(U·A)][U·A][U·(A·U)]A[A·U][(A·U)·U]//
[U·A][U·A]A[A·U][(A·U)·U]
π

[U·A]AA[(A·U)·U]
π

[U·A]A[A·(U·U)]A

[U·A]A[A·U]A

AAA
π

[U·(U·A)][U·A]A[A·U][A·U]
π

[U·(U·A)]AA[A·U]
π

A[(U·U)·A]A[A·U]

A[U·A]A[A·U]

π
//
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A[(U·L)·U][A·U][(R··U)·U]
[U·(L·U)]A[A·U][(R··U)·U]DD					
[U·(LA)]A[A·U][(R··U)·U]
λ
DD					
[U·L][U·A]A[A·U][(R··U)·U]//
[U·L]AA[(R··U)·U]
π
5
55
55
[U·L]A[R··(U·U)]A
5
55
55
[U·L]A[R··U]A

UA
µ

A

A[
(
(U·L)A(R··U)
)
·(UUU)]

A[
(
(U·L)A(R··U)
)
·U]

A[U·U]
µ

AU// //
[U·(U·L)][U·A][U·(R··U)]A
[U·(U·L)][U·A]A[(U·R·)·U]DD					
[U·(U·L)][U·A]A[(AR·)·U]
ρ
DD					
[U·(U·L)][U·A]A[A·U][R··U]//
[U·(U·L)]AA[R··U]
π
5
55
55
A[(U·U)·L]A[R··U]
5
55
55
A[U·L]A[R··U]

AU
µ

A

[(UUU)·
(
(U·L)A(R··U)
)
]A

[U·
(
(U·L)A(R··U)
)
]A

[U·U]A
µ

UA// //
A.2 Functors between doubly degenerate tricategories
Here we provide the diagrams omitted in the characterisation of weak functors
between doubly degenerate tricategories. First note that the dual pairs χ and
ι must satisfy axioms similar to those for A,L, and R. Then, the two functor
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axioms become the two diagrams below.
[F (U·A)]FA[F (A·U)]χ[χ·U][(χ·U)·U]
[F (U·A)]FAχ[FA·FU][χ·U][(χ·U)·U]::ttttttt
[F (U·A)]FAχ[FA·U][χ·U][(χ·U)·U]55llllllllll
[F(U·A)]FAχ[
(
FAχ(χ·U)
)
·(UUU)]
))RRR
RRR
RR
[F (U·A)]FAχ[
(
FAχ(χ·U)
)
·U]
$$JJ
JJ
[F (U·A)]FAχ[
(
χ(U·χ)A
)
·U]
ω

[F(U·A)]FAχ[χ·U][(U·χ)·U][A·U]

[F (U·A)]χ[U·χ]A[(U·χ)·U][A·U]
ω

χ[U·FA][U·χ][U·(χ·U)]A[A·U]

χ[U·χ][U·(U·χ)][U·A]A[A·U]
ω

χ[U·χ][U·(U·χ)]AA
π

FA FAχ[χ·U][(χ·U)·U]
Fπ

FAχ[U·χ]A[(χ·U)·U]
ω

FAχ[U·χ][χ·(U·U)]A

FAχ[U·χ][χ·U]A

FAχ[χ·U][U·χ]A

χ[U·χ]A[U·χ]A
ω

χ[U·χ]A[(U·U)·χ]A// //
[F (U·L)]FA[F (R··U)]χ
[F (U·L)]FAχ[FR··U]77oooooooo
[F (U·L)]FAχ[
(
χ(U·ι)R·
)
·U]
δ 77ooooooo
[F (U·L)]FAχ[χ·U][(U·ι)·U][R··U]
''OO
OOO
OO
[F (U·L)]χ[U·χ]A[(U·ι)·U][R··U]
ω
''OO
OOO
OOO
χ[U·FL][U·χ][U·(ι·U)]A[R··U]

χ[U·L]A[R··U]
γ

χU
µ

FUχ
Fµ

Uχ

χ// //
A.3 Transformations for doubly degenerate tricategories
Now we provide the diagrams omitted from the characterisation of weak trans-
formations in the context of doubly degenerate tricategories. As before, the dual
pair α must satisfy two axioms similar to those for A,L, and R. The three
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transformations axioms become the diagrams below. Since we need lax trans-
formations as well as weak ones, it should be noted that the diagrams below do
not change in the lax case, except that we have a distinguished object α instead
of the dual pair, and thus α satisfies axioms similar to those for A,L, and R.
[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[χG·U]A
·[U·(U·α)][U·A]A[(U·α)·U][A·U][(α·U)·U]
[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[χG·U][U·α]A
·[U·A]A[(U·α)·U][A·U][(α·U)·U]
,,ZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZ
[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α][χG·U]A
·[U·A]A[(U·α)·U][A·U][(α·U)·U]

[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α][χG·U]A[A
·
·U][(U·α)·U][A·U][(α·U)·U]
π

[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[(χG·U)·U][A
·
·U][(U·α)·U][A·U][(α·U)·U]

[GA·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[α·U][(U·χF )·U][A·U]
Π

[GA·U]α[U·χF ]A[(U·χF )·U][A·U]
Π

α[U·FA][U·χF ][U·(χF ·U)]A[A·U]

α[U·χF ][U·(U·χF )][U·A]A[A·U]
ω

α[U·χF ][U·(U·χF )]AA
π

α[U·χF ]A[(U·U)·χF ]A

[GA·U][χG·U][(χG·U)·U]A
·A·[U·(U·α)][U·A][U·(α·U)]A[A·U][(α·U)·U]

[χG·U][(U·χG)·U][A·U]A
·A·[U·(U·α)][U·A][U·(α·U)]A[A·U][(α·U)·U]
ω

[χG·U][(U·χG)·U]A
·[U·A·][U·(U·α)][U·A][U·(α·U)]A[A·U][(α·U)·U]
π

[χG·U]A
·[U·(χG·U)][U·A
·][U·(U·α)][U·A][U·(α·U)]A[A·U][(α·U)·U]

[χG·U]A
·[U·α][U·(U·χF )][U·A]A[A·U][(A·U)·U]
Π

[χG·U]A
·[U·α][U·(U·χF )]AA[(A·U)·U]
π

[χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[U·χF ][α·U]A

[χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[α·U][U·χF ]A
''OO
OOO
OOO
//
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[GL·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[α·U][(U·ιF )·U][R
·
·U] [GL·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α]A[(ιG·U)·U][L
·
·U]
M //
[GL·U][χG·U]A
·[U·α][ιG·U]A[L
·
·U]

[GL·U][χG·U]A
·[ιG·U][U·α]A[L
·
·U]

[GL·U][χG·U][(ιG·U)·U]A
·[U·α]A[L··U]

[L·U]A·[U·α]A[L··U]
γG

L[U·α]A[L··U]
λ

[GL·U]α[U·χF ]A[(U·ιF )·U][R
·
·U]
Π

[GL·U]α[U·χF ][U·(ιF ·U)]A[R
·
·U]

α[U·FL][U·χF ][U·(ιF ·U)]A[R
·
·U]

α[U·L]A[R··U]
γF

αU
µ
// αLA[L··U]
λ
// //
We will now drop the subscripts for χ and ι as they are determined by the
rest of the diagram.
[χ·U]A·[U·α][U·(U·ι)][U·R·]α
[χ·U]A·[U·α][U·(U·ι)]AR·α
ρ
77oooooooo
[χ·U]A·[U·α]A[α·U][U·ι]R·77oooooooo
α[U·χ]A[U·ι]R·
Π
''OO
OOO
OOO
α[U·χ][U·(U·ι)]AR·
''OO
OOO
OOO
α[U·FR·][U·R]AR·
δ

α[U·FR·]U
ρ

[GR··U]α

[χ·U]A·[U·(ι·U)][U·L·]α
M

[χ·U][(U·ι)·U]A·[U·L·]α

[GR··U][R·U]A·[U·L·]α
δ

[GR··U]Uα
µ
// //
A.4 Modifications for doubly degenerate tricategories
Here we give the two axioms for a modification m : α ⇒ β in the context of
doubly degenerate tricategories. Once again we will only mark some of the
maps, and the maps marked by m are obtained from the single isomorphism in
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the definition of the modification.
[GU·m][χ·U ]A·[U·α]A[α·U ] [χ·U ][(GU·GU)·m]A·[U·α]A[α·U ]//
[χ·U ]A·[GU·(GU·m)][U·α]A[α·U ]

[χ·U ]A·[U·β][GU·(m·FU)]A[α·U ]
m

[χ·U ]A·[U·β]A[(GU·m)·FU ][α·U ]

[χ·U ]A·[U·β]A[β·U ][(m·FU)·FU ]
m

β[U·χ]A[(m·FU)·FU ]
Π

[GU·m]α[U·χ]A
Π

β[m·F (U·U)][U·χ]A
m

β[U·χ][m·(FU·FU)]A

//
[U·m]α[U·ι]R· β[m·U ][U·ι]R·
m //
β[U·ι][m·U ]R·

β[U·ι]R·m

[ι·U ]L·m
M

[U·m][ι·U ]L·
M

[ι·U ][U·m]L·

//
A.5 Perturbations for doubly degenerate tricategories
Here we give the single perturbation axiom in the context of doubly degenerate
tricategories. The axiom for the perturbation σ : m ⇛ n becomes the diagram
below.
[U ·m]α β[m · U ]
m //
β[n · U ]
1[σ·1]

[U · n]α
[1·σ]1

n
//
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